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Abstract
Background: Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is a multisystem genetic disorder with autosomal dominant
inheritance which predisposes the affected individuals to increased risk of developing certain benign and malignant
central nervous system (CNS) tumors. NF1 patients are most notably prone to develop low-grade optic pathway,
brainstem, and cerebellar astrocytoma. Current literature suggests that brain tumors in patients with NF1 tend to be
less aggressive compared to sporadic ones. Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is a high-grade glioma which is
relatively rare in patients with NF1 and is most commonly seen in supratentorial regions of the brain.
Case presentation: A 33-year-old patient was admitted in neurosurgery ward with acute hydrocephalus caused by
a cerebellar mass lesion. On primary assessment, the patient was diagnosed with NF1. He was followed for 2
months and underwent surgical resection of the mass due to worsening symptoms. The pathology report revealed
the malignant nature of the lesion. Patient received adjuvant chemo-radiotherapy with diagnosis of cerebellar GBM.
Up to 19 months following surgery, he had gained a relatively well ability to walk and talk again.

Background
Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is a common neurocutaneous condition with an approximate incidence of 1
in 3500 individuals in the general population [1]. The
disease has a variable clinical course and is characterized
by café-au-lait spots, freckling of skin folds, skeletal abnormalities, Lisch nodules and the tendency to develop
certain benign and malignant neoplasms, most notably
of the central nervous system (CNS) [2]. The majority of
brain tumors in NF1 patients are low-grade gliomas and
tend to have a more indolent course compared to the
general population. Therefore, physicians follow brain
tumors in NF1 patients conservatively [3].
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Recent reports have warned neurosurgeons that gliomas in NF1 patients do not always have a benign histologic grade. With the help of immunohistochemical
(IHC) staining further instances of higher grade lesions
are being reported, changing the previous concept that
“most brain lesions in NF1 have a low-grade pathology,
a benign behavior and rarely do they transform to malignant tumors”. Comparing brain tumors in NF1 patients
to their same site counterparts in the general population
has shown a higher frequency of malignancy in NF1 patients [4]. Also, the risk of developing malignant gliomas
in NF1 patients is estimated to be fivefold compared to
non-NF1 individuals [5].
Regarding anatomical location of high-grade gliomas
in the general population, infratentorial location is quite
rare compared to supratentorial. Accordingly, brain stem
and cerebellar gliomas merely encompass 4.4% of adult
gliomas [6].
Herein, a 33-year-old NF1 patient diagnosed with glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) tumor occurring in the
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posterior cranial fossa is reported, with some points regarding management strategies, clinical outcome, and a
review of literature provided.

Case presentation
Presentation

A 33-year-old male patient presented to the emergency
department, complaining of progressive headache, dysarthria, tremor, and ataxia. In the primary assessment, numerous café-au-lait spots and multiple neurofibromas
were noticed in the patient (Fig. 1), raising clinical suspicion of an underlying neuro-cutaneous disorder. Neither
he nor any of his family members were previously diagnosed with neurofibromatosis. The patient had no history
of any significant neoplasm in his first-degree family
members. Later by history taking, he stated that his father
and two of his brothers had similar skin lesions for which
they had not sought medical consultation.
At the time of presentation, the patient had a decreased level of consciousness with a Glasgow Coma
Scale of 13. Neuroimaging with CT scan (General Electric Healthcare, BrightSpeed, 16 slice CT scanner, USA,
Illinois) was indicative of acute hydrocephalus caused by
a posterior cranial fossa mass lesion, distorting and
obstructing the 4th ventricle (Fig. 2a, b). Due to an acute
decrease in the level of consciousness and the emergent
need of surgical intervention and unavailability of
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endoscopic third ventriculostomy (ETV) setup, the patient underwent emergent surgical right anterior
ventriculo-peritoneal (VP) shunting procedure (Fig. 2c,
d). During the first post-operative day, he regained normal state of consciousness. His neurologic evaluation
showed positive Romberg test and impaired finger to
nose on the left side. A brain MRI (General Electric
Healthcare, SIGNA HDx 1.5 Tesla, USA, Illinois) was
demanded which revealed two gadolinium-enhanced lesions in the left cerebellar hemisphere, the smaller one
in a deep location behind the left tectal plate and the larger one in a more cortical location below the tentorium
(Fig. 3).
Decision for surgical intervention

Assuming that the mass was probably of benign nature,
patient’s management plan was close follow-up with
neurologic exam and neuroimaging. Six weeks later, he
developed aspiration pneumonia due to a weakened gag
reflex. He was admitted in the Internal Medicine Ward
and received a 7-day course of intravenous 600 mg Clindamycin every 8 h plus 1 gr intravenous ceftriaxone
every 12 h combined with supportive respiratory care.
After complete recovery from pneumonia, patient’s management plan was set to undergo elective surgical resection 2 months following the initial diagnosis.
Microscopic total resection of the larger lesion was

Fig. 1 Patient’s physical exam revealed a multiple neurofibromas, b café-au-lait spots, and c axillary freckling
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was discharged. Three weeks later, the tracheostomy
tube was removed.
Histological evaluation

Pathology report of the tumoral tissue showed hypercellularity with neurofibrillary background and areas of
microcytic pattern with vascular proliferation and foci of
necrosis in favor of GBM. Tissue cells showed pleomorphism, atypia, and hyperchromasia. Mitosis was 1-2/
Hpf. The lesion was positive for glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), Oligo-2, and S100 on IHC analysis. Proliferation marker Ki67 was roughly positive in 5% of cells
and no P53 positive cells were found in the tumoral tissue. The cells were also negative for CD-34 and IDH-1
(Fig. 4).
Follow-up

Fig. 2 a, b Initial CT scans showed a posterior cranial fossa mass
obstructing the 4th ventricle. c, d The hydrocephalus was resolved
with a ventriculo-peritoneal shunting procedure

performed through a midline sub-occipital craniotomy
and the tissue was sent for pathologic examination. The
smaller lesion was not approached due to proximity to
brain stem. In post-operation neurologic assessment, the
patient had absence of gag reflex on the left side. Consequently, he underwent tracheostomy tube insertion and

Fig. 3 a–c T1-weighted axial and sagittal MRI images showing two
mass lesions in the left cerebellar hemisphere which show
enhancement after gadolinium injection and d T2-weighted axial
MR image showing severe peri-tumoral edema, all in favor of GBM

Upon recovery from surgery, the chemotherapeutic
agent temozolamide was concomitantly administered
with radiotherapy. A total dose of 60 Gy in 30 fractions
was delivered as adjuvant radiation therapy. In the most
recent follow-up which was 19 months after surgery, he
had a modified Rankin Scale (mRS) of 1 and a Glasgow
Outcome Score (GOS) of 4 with Karnofsky Performance
Score (KPS) of 90/100. The most recent MRI (19 months
after the initial diagnosis) showed a slight decrease in
size of the smaller lesion with complete resolution of the
larger lesion (Fig. 5).

Discussion and evaluations
Neurofibromatosis type 1, also known as von Recklinghausen disease, is the most common type of neurocutaneous disorders. Half the patients inherit the disease
in an autosomal dominant (AD) manner and the other
half are the result of sporadic mutations in the NF1
gene, a tumor-suppressor gene located on chromosome
17 [7]. Neurofibromin, the product of NF1 gene, is
expressed in all cell types but has highest concentrations
in glial cells, neurons, leukocytes, and Schwann cells [8].
This protein belongs to the GTPase activating protein
family which inactivates the RAS signaling pathway by
hydrolyzing the attached GTP to RAS protein. Any production of malfunctioned neurofibromin or its decreased
production results in impaired RAS oncogene inhibition.
Increased RAS activity leads to uncontrolled cell growth
[9]. The first dysfunctional NF1 allele is inherited as a
germline mutation and an acquired mutation in the second allele during a somatic event leads to development
of neoplasms. This loss of heterozygosity occurs during
somatic rearrangement, recombination and deletion
which may affect other genes located on chromosome
17 including P53, epidermal growth factor 2 (HER2),
topoisomerase II alpha (TOP2A) and breast cancer gene
1 (BRCA1). Alongside NF1, other mutated genes
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Fig. 4 Sections show an ill-defined relatively hyper cellular mass with neurofibrillary background (a, b × 40, hematoxillin and eosin) with areas of
necrosis (c, arrow, × 40, hematoxillin and eosin) and microvascular proliferation (d, arrow, × 40, hematoxillin and eosin). Immunohistochemical
evaluation shows diffuse positivity for GFAP (e, × 400) with low (about 5%) Ki-67 positivity (f, × 400) and high expression of Olig-2 (g, × 400)

Fig. 5 The most recent T1-weighted MRI showing a gadolinium-enhanced mass within the left cerebellar hemisphere in axial, sagittal, and
coronal views (a–c, respectively). The mass was enhanced after gadolinium. d Axial T2-weighted most recent MR images with significant
peripheral edema and compression on 4th ventricle
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collaborate in pathogenesis of neoplasms, most notably
of the nervous system [10]. Among the nervous system
neoplasms, NF1 patients are particularly prone to malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors (MPNST), optic
pathway gliomas and pilocytic astrocytomas [11]. Comparing to the general population, NF1 patients are at an
increased risk of malignant gliomas as well benign ones
[5].The risk of malignancy in NF1 patients has been reported to be 5 to 29% in several studies [12–14].
Herein, we present a case of NF1 diagnosed with
multifocal left cerebellar GBM. GBM is the most common primary malignant brain tumor and the most aggressive type among gliomas with less than 5% survival
rate beyond 36 months [15]. The majority of GBM patients develop the neoplasm sporadically; however, patients with disorders such as neurofibromatosis, Turcot
syndrome, and Li–Fraumeni syndrome are genetically
predisposed to sustain GBM [16]. Common molecular
alterations in GBM include increased copies of EGFR
gene, mutated P53 gene, inactivation of RB gene, and
mutations in IDH-1 gene alongside other mutations [17,
18]. Abnormal NF1 gene, either mutated or deleted, is
frequent in human GBM, as 23% of GBMs were reported to harbor aberrations in the NF1 gene [19]. Although NF1 patients usually present with low-grade
gliomas, a handful of GBM tumors associated with NF1
have been reported.
Pál and colleagues, in 2001, reported a 37-year-old
NF1 patient who died of progressive multiple sclerosis
whose autopsy revealed a right hemisphere glioblastoma
tumor which was not symptomatic during her life [20].
In another article in 2008, a 28-year-old NF1 patient diagnosed with lobar cystic GBM was presented. The patient was managed with surgical resection and adjuvant
chemo-radiation therapy with 41 months survival [21].
Huttner and colleagues analyzed the molecular biology
beyond GBM tumors in five NF1 pediatric patients. All
five tumors demonstrated P53 mutation and increased
EGFR copy numbers. The study suggested a more favorable prognosis could be expected for GBM tumors in
NF1 patients rather than the sporadic cases [22]. In another case report of a 32-year-old NF1 patient with
GBM, the tumoral cells were strongly positive for GFAP
and negative for EGFR. The patient was treated with
surgical removal of the tumor and adjuvant chemoradiation. He had no remarkable symptoms and tumor
recurrence up to 9 months post-operation follow-up
[23]. In another article, a 9-year-old NF1 patient was reported who died of GBM 3 days following initial diagnosis, warning physicians to follow tumors in NF1 patients
closely [24].
Shibahara and colleagues reported a unique subset of
GBM in four NF1 patients. None of the patients had
mutations in isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (IDH-1) gene,
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v-RAF murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B1
(BRAF) gene, and telomerase reverse transcriptase
(TERT) gene promoter [25].
Cerebral hemispheres are the most frequent sites of
GBM, while less than 5% of cases are located in infratentorial regions of the brain [6]. We reviewed the current
literature regarding infratentorial GBM tumors in NF1
patients. Few instances of posterior fossa GBM in NF1
patients has been reported up to the year 2019. A 28year-old NF1 patient was followed for a cerebellar mass
believed to be a hamartoma. Later, due to worsened
symptoms, the mass was resected and pathology reported two distinct tumors attached together, a neurofibromas and a GBM. On IHC staining, the first lesion
was positive for S-100 mutation and the latter was positive for GFAP and 30% of cells harbored P53 mutation.
The study suggested close follow-up of brain lesions in
NF1 patients for potential development of high-grade
gliomas. The Patient received standard surgical and
chemo-radiational therapy but showed signs of tumor
metastasis in right frontal lobe and died 6 months after
the treatment [26]. In another report from India, a 6year-old NF1 patient was diagnosed with cerebellar
GBM and despite surgical intervention and chemoradiotherapy died after 4 months [27].
The patient we presented in the current study was
diagnosed with infratentorial GBM which is a relatively rare site to expect GBM. In the general population, supratentorial GBM is more frequent than the
infratentorial ones, so we hypothesize the rarity of
infratentorial GBM in NF1 patients might be secondary to this fact. Interestingly, the presented tumor
had unique molecular findings including the lack of
IDH-1 and P53 mutation with positive Ki67 in 5% of
cells and low mitosis activity (1-2/Hpf). Due to the
tumor’s low mitosis activity, we expected a relatively
favorable outcome, as in a previous meta-analysis, low
Ki67 positivity was the strongest factor associated
with a better prognosis [28]. Accordingly, in the most
recent evaluation which was 19 months after initial
diagnosis, the patient had an acceptable performance
score and the most recent brain MRI showed a slight
decrease in size of the residual tumor and no recurrence of the resected one.
Despite the common concept of high probability of benign nature of brain tumors in NF1 patients, though
rare, possibility of malignant gliomas in NF1 patients
should be kept in mind. Most gliomas in NF1 patients
follow an indolent clinical course. On the other hand,
they are at an increased risk of developing malignancies;
therefore we suggest close follow-up of brain mass lesions in NF1 patients and eminent surgical resection of
lesions which grow quickly or induce neurological
deterioration.
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